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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes the use of semantic relations between
named entities for identifying hot topics for a news portal
on the Olympics subject.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.4 [Hypertext/Hypermedia]: Navigation; H.3.3 [In-
formation Search and Retrieval]: Relevance feedback;
I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Text analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Information is available virtually everywhere nowadays. When
the Internet access became popular, people started to face
the other side of information availability: the overload.

In this context, techniques and resources are developed and
tested aiming at getting to the important and relevant infor-
mation. Information extraction systems, recommendation
systems, listing of popular or relevant topics or articles, and
automatic summarization are just some examples [9].

This paper presents an ongoing project which comprehends
a practical application on hot topics’ identification in a news
portal on the Olympics subject based on a system for auto-
matic identification of semantic relations between entities in
texts.

The following sections are distributed in this manner: Sec-
tion 2 presents related concepts and previous work on the
subject; Section 3 introduces the news portal Olympicks.net;
Section 4 presents the project, its status, and the semantic
processing module it is based on; and, finally, Section 5 ends
the paper with final remarks and considerations.

2. RELATED WORK
The Semantic Web and its Web Science proposal is an emerg-
ing topic among researchers and the industry [3, 1]. The

Web today has the power we know to provide information
and to be a way for people to interact, no matter the dis-
tance between them. But the Web we know has also some
weaknesses, such as the difficulty for computers to get mean-
ing of it. Web pages are structured in a way only humans
can read. So, the Semantic Web is not a new Web, but a
Web with meaning also for computers.

For this idea to come actually true, it is necessary to build
resources for it, such as ontologies, which are structured
knowledge bases, and automatic reasoning systems. Systems
which automatically extract information from the Web are
very important tools now, in this process of making the Se-
mantic Web feasible. Extracting semantic relations between
entities in texts, and defining if one entity is the same as
other is an important question yet to be solved [2].

Other hot topic in the Web area today is a number of dif-
ferent features, that were given the name of Web2.0. It can
be described as an emphasys in the social practice rather
than in technical development, and the fact that users are
the content producers of dynamic Web pages, instead of the
static old ones, built by webmasters. All this social interac-
tion results in many different and new ways of entering and
displaying the information: blogs, wikis, mashups, social
network websites, social bookmarking, social everything.

Despite its focus on the social aspect, there are some techni-
cal features that made Web2.0 possible and really popular.
Javascript techniques (AJAX1), facilities to data integration
from different sources (mashups), possible synergy with the
Semantic Web and Natural Language Processing are some
examples [7, 6, 8].

Natural Language Processing (NLP) provides the means and
resources for automatically processing information available
in natural language, english or any other. There are many
subareas in this topic, but the area is commonly known by
automatic summarization and translation tools, dictionary
and other data sets building based on raw text data, text
mining and information extraction based on linguistic rules
or statistical methods [12].

In the work presented in this paper, its role is the automatic
extraction of semantic relations between entities. This infor-
mation refine the results for a hot topics list in Olympicks.net
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news portal, as we will discuss later in this document.

3. OLYMPICKS.NET
Olympicks.net is a news portal on the Olympics subject.
The news presented in this portal come from RSS2 feeds of
several portuguese-language sports portals or online news-
papers, through Yahoo! Pipes3. It has been primarily de-
veloped by Digital Communication undergraduate students
in a practical course of content production and distribution
in the Web. Figure 1 illustrates the portal.

Some of the resources currently available in the news por-
tal are: the retrieval and automatic selection of news of the
Olympics, divided into several categories, such as prepar-
atives, modalities and politics; exclusive podcasts on the
subject, produced by Olympicks.net team; Flickr4 photos
from the event, geotagged and presented directly in a Ya-
hoo! map; and, finally, trends in the news, which is the part
of the portal the SeRELeP-Olympics project refers to.

These trends are, in short, the most frequent topics the news
talk about. In Olympics, there are several common topics,
but which are the most frequent? Which are the athletes
that stand out in the event? The most loved sports? And
the most polemical happenings? Olympicks.net trends in-
tends to address these questions by discovering which is the
subject for each new item retrieved, and then make a rank-
ing of all the subjects dinamically, presenting them in a tag
cloud.

However, identifying hot topics is not an obvious task. There
are many ways of doing that, and some of them does not
bring the best results. The idea of using NLP resources for
making this portal more interesting came from an identified
problem with this hot topics feature in Olympicks.net. Since
this information was previously retrieved solely based in the
tags attributed from the source website, it was not homoge-
neous or detailed. One of the source websites, for instance,
tagged all the news as “Beijing 2008”, which does not give
any information on the topic the news really talked about.
In news that talks about the victory of Michael Phelps, good
tags would be the athlete’s name itself, “swimming” or “gold
medal”, for instance. Those give us information on the news
subject, and can be used to elect real hot topics. So, we
propose to get this information in another manner, which is
discussed in this work.

4. SERELEP-OLYMPICS
The system SeRELeP-Olympics intends to use semantic re-
lations between named entities in a portal on the Olympics,
the Olympicks.net. The idea behind the system is to use
identity, inclusion and occurrence relations between named
entities, cited in the text of the news, and stablish hot or
common topics. Besides that, as a next step, it is intended
to automatically classify the presented news and rank the
most relevant to specific searches or the ones referring to
favorite topics, by all users, as in a recommendation-like
system. Both the working portal and SeRELeP-Olympics
proposal are presented in detail in this section.
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4.1 SeRELeP
SeRELeP is a tool for the recognition of relations between
named entities in texts. Using linguistic rules, it aims to
recognize relations of identity, inclusion and occurrence be-
tween previously identified entities. SeRELeP and its aux-
iliary package SeRELeP Tools were influenced by HAREM5

directives [10, 11]. The relations it intends to extract are
some of the ones proposed by HAREM, and so are the rules
for them to be extracted. It uses the parser PALAVRAS [4]
for the identification of named entities, and the Tiger2XCES
[5] conversor from PALAVRAS TigerXML format to the
XML CES format6. Its pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.

The relation of identity is attributed to entities which refer
to the same object in the world (such as United Nations,
UN and a different occurrence of UN in the same text).
Obviously, it depends on the classification of the entity; if
Brazil referres to the soccer team, it is not a place, and
therefore should not have the identity relation attributed to
another occurrence of Brazil in the text referring to Brazil
as the country of a very beautiful coast.

The other relations treated by SeRELeP are inclusion and
occurrence. The first is attributed to geographical entities,
as long as one includes the other (like the USA includes
Idaho, which includes Boise). And, finally, the occurrence
relation is attributed to entities of events or organizations
and places (as in an organization which is based somewhere,
or an event which occurs in a place; an example would be
Olympics occurring in China).

This system participated in HAREM 2008 and got promis-
ing results7, showing that it would be already possible to try
it in a real world, practical application. It is important to
remember, however, that these results refer to the process-
ing and analysis of HAREM corpus, which was very het-
erogeneous (jornalistic texts, pages directly retrieved from
the Web, interviews, and so on). A different situation oc-
curs with SeRELeP-Olympics, since it is supposed to process
only jornalistic texts. Yet, it is intended to improve this re-
sults using specific-domains ontologies and information from
the Web (initially, from Wikipedia website).

4.2 Olympicks.net and SeRELeP Integration
SeRELeP-Olympics relies on the retrieval of news from the
very same RSS feed, generated by Yahoo! Pipes, the current
version of Olympicks.net portal uses to display its content.
The pipeline of the whole SeRELeP-Olympics project is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.

After getting these news and processing them, SeRELeP-
Olympics should return a list of hot topics. This feed with
the list of hot topics should be used in Olympicks.net news
portal instead of the current algorithm for calculating the
frequency in which the news tags appear.

The main idea is based in the processing of the retrieved
news and extraction of semantic relations and other syntac-

5HAREM is a joint evaluation for named entities recognizers
6XML Corpus Encoding Standard, as available at http://
www.xces.org/
7http://linguateca.dei.uc.pt/harem/resultados



Figure 1: Olympicks.net news portal

tic and semantic information. The parser PALAVRAS pro-
vides us information in syntactic and semantic levels, both
useful in this work. It classifies the various elements of the
phrases and returns to us where is the main verb, the sub-
ject and predicate, if there is any apposition, and so on.
Also, it marks many processed tokens, mostly the nouns,
with one tag from a prebuilt categories set: human (indi-
vidual, groups), professions, biology-related, sports-related,
organizations, and a lot others. Using syntactic information,
we can select some specific syntactic classes for observation:
(proper) nouns and adjectives, mostly. In the other hand,
using semantic information provided by PALAVRAS, we can
retrieve only relevant items from those (nouns referring to
sports and human professions and nationality adjectives for
instance).

After that, checking the frequency of these items in the news
gives us a more accurate hot topics’ list than the previously
attributed tags. This approach would be very useful, also,
for automatic clustering and news tagging.

At first, we propose using identity relation between enti-
ties to improve the hot topics list. All news talking about
“Cielo”, “Cesar Cielo” and “Cesar Cielo Filho” relate to the
same entity, which represents the brazilian freestyle swim-
mer who won the gold medal for Brazil. All of them, so,
should increase the frequency of this entity, giving Cielo a
chance to appear in Olympicks.net hot topics. If we let these
occurrences alone, he probably never would, since there are
many ways of referring to the same entity. Our proposed

identity relation treatment intends to solve this issue in
SeRELeP-Olympics.

Besides the relations, other items that should be object of
evaluation are the categories selected for candidates to hot
topic. As it is based in a totally automatic processing, it is
likely that some identified terms are not really good candi-
dates for a hot topic (as“changes”, a word that often appears
in political news on the “Olympics on China” subject, for
instance). So, it is necessary also the creation and mainte-
nance of stopwords beside the usual (prepositions, adverbs,
articles).

5. FINAL REMARKS
This paper presented a proposal for integration of NLP tech-
niques in Olympicks.net, a news portal on the Olympics
subject. By automatically extracting semantic relations be-
tween the entities which appear in the news texts, it is in-
tended to elect better hot topics for the Web portal.

As future work, we plan to use other relations besides iden-
tity. The inclusion of Beijing in China, for instance, indi-
cates that news which occur in Beijing occur also in China,
and therefore should be tagged so. The same for occurrence
relations, and other that can be included in SeRELeP in the
future.

Other applications are intended to be developed using the
same approach, like automatically ranking most relevant
news, automatic categorization of news and articles, and



Figure 2: Pipeline for the automatic annotation of relations in HAREM colection

Figure 3: Proposed pipeline for SeRELeP-Olympics project

identification of relations and similarity between different
texts.
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